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Forecast1ng the output of the F1nn1sh metal 1ndustry us1ng bus1ness
survey data

Abstract. In th1s paper short-term forecast1ng of the output of the
F1nn1sh metal 1ndustry us1ng bus1ness survey data 1s cons1dered.
Models for pred1ct1ng the output are based on several bus1ness survey
var1ables, not only those concern1ng the actual and expected output.
The we1ghted relat1ve shares of "1ncreases" and "decreases" answers
are treated as separate var1ables. S1nce the number of potent1al
pred1ctors 1s large as compared to the number of observat10ns and the
r1sk of f1nd1ng spur10us relat10nsh1ps thus cons1derable, a h1erarch1c
stat1st1cal model bu1ld1ng procedure 1s suggested and app11ed. For the
same reasons, the pred1ct10n performance of the spec1f1ed and
est1mated models 1s checked outs1de the per10d of est1mat10n. The
results 1nd1cate that bus1ness survey var1ables conta1n useful
1nformat10n about the future output of the metal 1ndustry. The models
based on bus1ness survey data y1eld more accurate pred1ct10ns than
pure autoproject1ve models.

Keywords: autoproject1ve model, bus1ness survey data, causa11ty
test1ng, model select10n, pred1ct1ve checks.



1. Introduct10n

The quant1tat1ve use of the results of bus1ness surveys for

forecast1ng has been d1scussed for several decades. A typ1ca1 bus1ness

survey Quest10n has three alternat1ve answers: "1ncreases", "no

change", and "decreases". The bounds of the lino change" 1nterval may

vary from one survey to another or may not even be 1nd1cated 1n the

quest10nna1re at all. The answers of the f1rms are aggregated 1nto

re1at1ve shares by we1ght1ng them for 1nstance by the turnover or the

number of employees. By assum1ng that the we1ghted change represented

by a survey var1able 1s normally d1str1buted and the 11m1ts of the "no

change" 1nterval are known or can be est1mated, the categor1ca1 data

may be quant1f1ed, see The11 (1952). Th1s 1dea has been w1de1y used

for quant1fy1ng pr1ce expectat10ns, cf. e.g. Knobl (1974), Car1son and

Park1n (1975), and de Men1l and Bhalla (1975), but 1t has been app11ed

to output expectat10ns as well, cf. Batchelor (1982). In another

var1ant of the same techn1que, a quant1f1ed expectat10n of output 1s

obta1ned by f1rst quant1fy1ng the aggregated response on the quest10n

concern1ng the actual output of the f1rm. An example of th1s approach

1s Abou and Szp1ro (1984). In the1r paper, the under1y1ng norma11ty

assumpt10n has been replaced by a log-norma11ty one.

Another way of represent1ng aggregated 1nformat1on 1n the bus1ness

surveys are the balances, 1.e., s1mp1y the d1fferences between the

re1at1ve shares of .1 1ncreases 11 and "decreases" answers. The temporally

smoothed balances have rout1ne1y been used as elements 1n econom1c

1nd1cators constructed for pred1ct1ng turn1ng p01nts 1n the bus1ness

cycle; for a d1scuss1on of such 1nd1cators see e.g. Granger (1980,

Chapter 7) and K1e1n and Moore (1983). Recently, the use of balances
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In econometrlc models and quantltatlve forecastlng has also been

consldered; cf. e.g. Bl~rn (1982)-, Dev1111ers (1983) and Drama1s

(1983). Nagg1 (1983) reports on an econometrlc short-term forecastlng

model of the West-German economy contalnlng 60 antlclpatlons varlables

from buslness surveys, all of them balances.

Thls paper dlffers from the above-mentloned ones In several respects.

Flrst, a malntalned hypothesls ls that not only the answers to

quest10ns concernlng productlon may contaln lnformatlon useful ln

pred1ctlng the output. It ls assumed that other quest10ns may also

have pred1ctlve value. Second, balances are not accepted as the most

convenlent form of representlng aggregated answers. In fact, the

results 1ndlcate that lt ls much better to treat the relatlve shares

of 11ncreases" and "decreases" as separate var1ables. The f1rms may

somet1mes be less reluctant and more truthful In antlclpatlng a

decrease, say, than an 1ncrease. The share of "decreases" 1s then a

more senslt1ve and re11ab1e 1eadlng 1ndlcator than the share of

"1ncreases u or the balance. Batchelor (1982) offers some poss1b1e

reasons for th1s k1nd of behav10ur. Th1rd, the purpose of th1s

research 1s to bu11d short-term pred1ct1on models for the output of

the F1nn1sh metal 1ndustry and not merely to quant1fy the answers

accord1ng to a rule flxed 1n advance. 1)

The most useful bus1ness survey var1ables 1n forecastlng the output of

the F1nn1sh metal 1ndustry are an ant1clpated change 1n ld1e

productlon capaclty of the f1rms, reallsed decreases In thelr

lnventorles and exports, and an ant1clpated deter1orat10n of the

buslness c11mate of the branch. A model based on these varlab1es

pred1cts the product10n volume by far more accurately than the
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autoproject1ve models based on the past values of the volume only. A

model based exclus1vely on the ant1c1pated 1ncrease of output also

does less well than the model ment10ned above.

2. Data

The data used 1n th1s work or1g1nate from the bus1ness surveys of the

Confederat10n of the F1nn1sh Industr1es (CFI, 1973-83) and cover the

quarters 1973(1) - 1983(1v). In the beg1nn1ng of 1973 the number of

f1rms part1c1pat1ng 1n the survey was 1ncreased and the quest10nna1re

completed by some new quest10ns. The ear11er observat10ns have been

excluded from the data set as less re11able. The pred1ctand 'n the

models w'll be the 10gar1thm'c product10n volume of the metal

1ndustry, subsequently denoted by Yt at t'me t.

The l1st of quest10ns 1s 'n Append1x 1. Certa1n quest'ons of the

survey have been om1tted from cons1derat10n a pr10r1. Changes 1n

1nvestments (other than 1nventor1es) are rather loosely related to the

product10n 1n the short run and are therefore not cons'dered. Changes

'n the number of employees rather lag beh1nd changes 1n output than

lead them; they are om'tted as well.

As was already ment10ned, there are generally three alternat1ve

answers to each quest10n. An except10n 1s Quest10n 3 to wh1ch the

poss'ble answers are s1mply "yes" and "no". The 11m1ts of the "no

change" 1nterval 1n the other answers are 1nd1cated 1n the

quest10nna1re and are! 2 per cent. The respondents are asked to

prov1de "seasonally adjusted" answers.
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F1gure 1 dep1cts the four-quarter 10gar1thm1c changes 1n the

product10n volume of the metal 1ndustry from 1973(1) t1ll 1983(1v). It

also conta1ns the balances of the answers to the quest10n 18

concern1ng the four-quarter change 1n the f1rms' volume of product10n.

The t1me ser1es of the four-quarter volume changes fluctuates more

than that of the balances. For 1nstance, 1n the f1rst two quarters of

1982 there is a boomlet in product10n w1thout any equivalent peak 1n

the product1on changes as reported by the firms. E1ther the

measurement scale of the answers 1s too crude or the coverage of the

survey insufficient for capturing all short-term movements in the

output. This should obviously adv1se us to be rather cautious in our

demands for accuracy 1n short-term pred1ct1ons from models based

exclus1vely on business survey data.

3. Model selection problem

We want to find out whether and how information published 1n CFI

(1973-83) can be utilized in making quant1tat1ve short-term forecasts

for the product1on volume of the F1nn1sh metal 1ndustry. An important

feature of the problem 1s that the number of potential bus1ness survey

variables is large as compared to that of observat1ons. This 1s so

part1ally because the shares of 1I1ncreases ll and IIdecreases ll answers

are separate var1ables. Thus the select10n of var1ables 1nto models

becomes a cruc1al problem 1n this work. There are also two other

reasons enhancing the importance of model se1ect1on:

(1) There 1s ne1ther appropr1ate theory nor adequate prev10us

exper1ence to tell us a pr1or1 wh1ch of the rema1n1ng survey

var1ables should not be 1ncluded 1n prediction models.
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(11) The models w1ll be dynam1c, and the lag structures of ne1ther

the dependent nor the 1ndependent var1ables can be assumed to

be completely spec1f1ed 1n advance.

There 1s a r1sk of overf1tt1ng and f1nd1ng spur10us relat1onsh1ps 1n

th1s s1tuat1on. Model bu1ld1ng has to be careful and systemat1c enough

to avo1d spur10us models. Stra1ghtforward stepw1se regress10n

procedures are not to be recommended. Instead, we have dev1sed a

h1erarch1c model select10n procedure wh1ch cons1sts of f1ve d1fferent

phases. They are the follow1ng:

(1) Cho1ce of the fam1ly of pred1ct1on funct10ns and l1near

transformat1on of the logar1thm1c output.

(11) Om1ss1on of pred1ctors not correlat1ng w1th the output and

spec1f1cat1on of the s1gn1f1cant lags of each useful pred1ctor

one pred1ctor at a t1me.

(111) Construct1on of models w1th rema1n1ng related2) pred1ctors

and lags, and om1ss1on of redundant pred1ctors and lags.

(1v) Comb1nat1on of rema1n1ng var1ables and lags 1nto a s1ngle

model, and om1ss1on of redundant pred1ctors and lags.

(v) Check1ng of the forecast1ng accuracy of the f1nal model

outs1de the per10d of est1mat1on.

Next we shall descr1be these phases 1n more deta1l and d1scuss the

results of the procedure.
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4. Transforming the dependent variable

The problem of choos1ng the form of the prediction function is solved

by sett11ng for models which are linear in parameters. Two factors

have 1nfluenced th1s dec1s1on. First, the number of degrees of freedom

is too low so as to allow us to specify elaborate non11near models and

fit them to data. Second, the predictors are mainly trichotomous

var1ables. Th1s scale of measurements restricts the model bu11der to

simple structures.

Another problem 1s that the relative shares used as pred1ctors vary

between zero and one. On the other hand, the output in the Finn1sh

metal industry 1s pos1t1vely trend1ng dur1ng the observat10n per10d. A

transformat1on of the 10gar1thmic product10n volume has to be

cons1dered 1n order to render the dependent variable compatible w1th

the potent1al independent variables.

Th1s problem may be handled by starting from the the survey var1ables.

The major1ty of them are based on quest10ns concern1ng the d1rection

of an actual or antic1pated change between two subsequent quarters.

Thus they resemble f1rst differences. It would be natural to

difference the predictand once so that both s1des of the 11near

equat10n would be 1n first d1fferences. However, there is also a

question (6B) asking the firms to compare the present 1nventor1es to

those of four quarters ago. The last question (11) does not specify

the time span of the change accurately, see Appendix 1.

Another poss1b1l1ty would be to start by trying to stationar1se the

dependent variable by d1fferencing. F1gure 2 shows that then the first
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d1fferences do not work. The autocorrelat1on funct10n (acf) of the

four-quarter d1fferences resembles more an acf of a stat10nary s~r1es

than that of f1rst d1fferences. Furthermore, the four-quarter

d1fferences have an apprec1ably lower standard dev1at1on of the two

ser1es. Four-term mov1ng sums of most survey var1ables are kind of

four-quarter d1fferences because the var1ables themselves resemble

f1rst d1fferences. Mov1ng sums would thus be a way of reduc1ng the

number of parameters 1n the model when four-quarter d1fferences of the

volume are used.

The cho1ce between the two d1fferences also depends on the propert1es

of the d1sturbances of the models and rema1ns an emp1r1cal quest1on.

Both alternat1ves have been exper1mented w1th dur1ng the course of the

work.

5. Om1tting redundant var1ables

In v1ew of the large amount of poss1ble var1ables, the next phase of

the model bu1ld1ng cons1sts of reduc1ng the number of potent1al

pred1ctors. Survey var1ables not correlated w1th the output should be

found and excluded from further cons1derat1on as early as poss1ble.

Var10us methods are ava1lable for th1s purpose. One poss1b111ty are

the tests of 1ndependence between the output and survey var1ables; for

a t1me doma1n test see Haugh (1916). Another approach 1s the

model-based method of S1ms (1912) wh1ch tests both complete

1ndependence and the d1rect1on of pred1ctab1l1ty.3)
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A third alternative is model comparison based upon a suitable model

selection criterion. In fact, the techn1que of S1ms (1972) may be

regarded as a special case of this approach. The idea 1s as follows. A

prediction model for the volume is constructed using first four (or

f1v~) lags of a single survey variable together with lags of the

dependent variable. An optimal comb1nat1on of lags 1s selected by a

model selection criterion. The resulting single survey variable (SSV)

model is then compared with the best autoproject1ve model of the

d1fferenced volume. This comparison is also carried out by a model

selection criterion: we have applied SBIC (Schwarz, 1978) throughout.

SBIC has the optimal property that it asymptotically selects the true

model if it exists among the alternatives. However, it also often

performs well in small samples as compared to many other criteria like

the unbiased residual variance or the AIC, cf. Geweke and Meese (1981)

and Terasvirta and Mel11n (1983).

The procedure 1s as follows: Suppose the best autoproject1ve model has

a smaller SBIC value than the SSV model. Then the survey variable in

quest1on.1s omitted from further consideration. This comparison is

repeated separately for each survey var1able. Suppose the

autoproject1ve model 1s nested in the SSV model. Then the m1n1mum SBIC

rule is equivalent to an F test of the hypothes1s that the

coeff1c1ents of the relevant lags of the survey variable equal zero,

cf. e.g. Terasv1rta and Mell1n (1984). Yet, due to lags of the

d1fferenced volume as predictors, the correspond1ng F statistic has

only an asymptotic F distribution under the null hypothesis. In the

non-nested case, the connection between the minimum SBIC rule and the

F test ceases to exist.
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6. F1rst results

Of the three alternat1ve methods of reduc1ng the number of var1ables

ment10ned above, the last one has ma1nly been app11ed 1n th1s work.

However, for a general 1nterest the Haugh test was also app11ed but

the results have not been used for model bu1ld1ng purposes. S1nce the

t1me ser1es were short, we replaced the or1g1nal test stat1st1c by the

var1ant suggested by Ljung and Box (1918).

The range of cross correlat10ns of the prewh1tened ser1es (k1,k2)

1ncluded 1n the stat1st1c was generally (-4,4), except for a couple of

cases where (k1,k2) = (-5,5). The ch01ce of (k1,k2) 1s not a

stra1ghtforward matter; for a good d1scuss10n see Sa1kkonen (1983).

The s1gn1f1cance level app11ed 1n test1ng the 1ndependence hypothes1s

was as h1gh as 0.2. For all order stock var1ables and var1ables

M6B-, M8B+, M8C· and M1'- the null hypothes1s cannot be

rejected when (kl ,k2) = (_4,4).4) When (k1,k2) = (-4,-1) the

pred1ctab1l1ty of the volume by survey var1ab1es 1s tested for. In

that case there 1s, however, among the above var1ables ev1dence of a

relat1onsh1p between the output and var1ables M4B+, M4B-, M8B+

and M1l-.

The dec1s1ons to omit var1ables have been based on the comparisons

between autoprojective and SSV models. They have been specified and

est1mated for both the first ( Yt) and the four-quarter d1fferences

(V4Yt). All the models have been spec1fied to have white noise

errors. The method of estimat10n has then been the ordinary least

squares and the va11dity of the white noise assumption has been
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checked afterwards. For this purpose a LM type statistic with an

asymptotic x~ distribution under the hypothesis of no

autocorrelat1on was used, cf. Harvey (1981, p. 276-7).

The estimated autoprojective models are in Appendix 2. The efficient

estimation period was 1974(i) - 1981(iv). Note that in the model for

the first differences of the volume, dummy variables are needed to

take care of the deterministic part of the seasonal variation visible

in the acf (Figure 2). Up to four lags of the dependent and

independent variables are allowed for in the SSV models. Empirical

results for these models when the dependent variable has been the

first difference of the volume can be found in Table 1. The columns of

the table contain the significant lags or the last remaining lag of

the survey variable, standard deviations of the residuals, the SBIC

value for the best SSV model and the value of the LM statistic testing

auto~orrelation up to the fourth order (and the corresponding value of

the cumulative distribution function under the null hypothesis of no

autocorrelation). The last column gives the values of the root means

square error when the model predicts the four quarterly values of

output in 1982.

In passing we may notice that the conclusions concerning

predictability are quite different from the results of the
+independence tests. Judged by SBIC, all order stock variables, M4A ,

M4A-, M4B+ and M48-, do have predictive power. One the other

hand, all export variables except M8A- seem to be useless in

predicting the production volume of the metal industry. M6A

(decreasing inventories) is not a useful variable either: according to

the independence tests its relationship with the volume is mainly
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contemporaneous. It may appear surprising that the anticipated

decrease in the volume, M2A-, does not contribute significantly to

the fit of the model. A middle ("no change") category which is

symmetric around zero may not be a very fortunate choice when the

+volume has a clearly positive trend. Its counterpart M2A is a more

promising predictor of the two. We do not report results on building

models for V4Yt as the models were less successful than those

built for VYt.

There are several reasons for the discrepancy between the results of

the independence tests and the model-based approach. The alternative

hypothesis in independence tests is very general, and the power of the

test may vary considerably in different parts of the set of

alternatives. In the SSV models, the set of alternatives is rather

limited. In fact, it is even dependent of an outcome of a model

selection procedure: unnecessary lags are eliminated before comparing

the resulting model to the autoproject1ve one. Another noteworthy

point is that the true significance levels of the procedures are not

equal so that the procedures are not directly comparable.

If it were our primary task just to investigate relationships between

the variables of the CFI business survey and the output of the metal

industry, these conflicting outcomes could be rather confusing.

However, we have insisted on specifying and estimating prediction

models for the production volume. Therefore, it is natural to build on

the results of the model-based approach. This means excluding from

further considerations those variables and lags which have not

significantly contributed to the estimated SSV models.
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7. F1nal results

The purpose of the spec1f1cat10n and est1mat10n of SSV models was

twofold: (1) to f1nd and exclude the un1mportant pred1ctors and (11)

to f1x the lag structure of each pred1ctor. The set of alternat1ve

var1ables 1s reduced further by adopt1ng a h1erarch1c approach. All

the rema1n1ng var1ables and lags w1ll not 1mrned1ately be comb1ned 1nto

a s1ngle model. Instead, 1nd1v1dual models are bu1lt us1ng sets of

related pred1ctors w1th the lag structures from SSV models. Th1s 1s

stage (111) of the model bu1ld1ng procedure. Examples of such sets are

the order stock var1ables or the set of rema1n1ng 1nventor1es
+ + -var1ables M6A , M6B and M6B . After a f1rst est1mat10n of such

a model, a number of redundant lags of these var1ables may aga1n be

deleted by apply1ng SBIC. Th1s step 1s followed by an est1mat10n of

the parameters of the respec1f1ed model.

The rema1n1ng var1ables and lags w1ll f1nally be brought together 1n

one model. L1ke the ear11er models, 1t 1s or1g1nally spec1f1ed to

1nclude a full set of lags (f1ve) of the 1ndependent var1able. The1r

number as well as that of lagged pred1ctors 1s then reduced by

om1tt1ng the un1mportant lags. To conserve space, the deta1ls of the

h1erarch1c spec1f1cat10n procedure are not d1scussed. It can be

ment10ned, however, that the spec1f1cat10n of the lag structure may

also 1nvolve other types of reduct10ns 1n the number of lags than mere

om1ss10ns of certa1n lags. For 1nstance, d1fferenc1ng a survey

var1able may come 1nto quest10n as a way of replac1ng two subsequent

lags by a s1ngle var1able.
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We proceed to the f1nal model for the f1rst d1fferences of the volume.

Its est1mated equat10n (the eff1c1ent est1mat10n per10d 1s 1974(1) -

1981(h» 1s

1 2 3VYt = 0.26 - 0.29d t - 0.094d
t

- 0.32d
t

- 0.43VYt_l - 0.64VYt_2

(0.016)(0.040) (0.025) (0.034) (0.071) (0.063)

- 0.34VYt_3 + 0.17VYt _5 - 0.13VM3Bt _3 + 0.16VM6Bt_1
(0.075) (0.071) (0.022) (0.028)

- 0.13M8At_4 - 0.10M1l t_2 + et

(0.023) (0.012)

s = 0.013, df = 20, LM(4) = 0.96 (0.08), SBle = -251.0

where s 1s the unb1ased standard dev1at1on of res1duals and df 1s the

number of degrees of freedom. Furthermore, LM(k) 1s an LM test

stat1st1c for test1ng res1dual autocorrelat10n up to order k ment10ned

above, w1th the correspond1ng cdf value under the null hypothes1s 1n

parentheses. F1nally, df 1s a seasonal dummy var1able wh1ch takes

value one at the jth Quarter and zero elsewhere. Model (7.1) conta1ns

Qu1te a few parameters and the number of degrees of freedom 1s only

20. The r1sk of overf1tt1ng 1s obv10us; we shall d1scuss the

pred1ct1ve performance of (7.1) and other models 1n the next sect1on.

The res1duals bear no trace of autocorrelat10n 1n d1sturbances, and

the res1dual standard dev1at1on 1s very low as compared to the

correspond1ng values of the SSV models. It may be 1nterest1ng to

not1ce that the share of an ant1c1pated 1ncrease 1n product1on,
+M2A , 1s not 1ncluded 1n (7.1). The 1nformat1on 1t carr1es about

future output 1s obv1ously already conta1ned 1n other bus1ness survey

var1ables. On the other hand, a more general ant1c1patory var1able
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Mll-, the deter~orat'ng futur~ prospects in the branch, is present

in (7.1). The decreases in 1nventor1es and idle capac1ty also seem

1mportant 'n pred'ct1ng the volume. Var1able M6B- is a four-Quarter

difference; it's therefore rather natural that it appears differenced

in the model. The same is true for M3B which does not as such indicate

a change but rather a level. As a cur'osity note that the independence

between M6B- and the volume of production could be rejected by using

the Haugh cross correlation test and significance level 0.2.

For comparison, we have specified and estimated another model by just

choosing three best individual predictors of VYt. The criterion has

been their ability to predict the quarters of the year 1982, as

+ +measured by the RMSE. They are M2A , M3B and M8B , see Table 1.

+After deleting the redundant M8B the estimated model (the efficient

estimation per'od is 1974(i) - 1981(iv» 1s

+- 0.30 Yt-4 + 0.10M2At _2 - 0.14 M3Bt _3 + et

(0.11) (0.043) (0.046)

1 2VYt = 0.077 - 0.14d t - 0.17d t - 0.41VYt_l

(0.035) (0.071) (0.068) (0.15)

- 0.56VYt_2 - 0. 29VYt_3

(0.12) (0.14)

(7.2)

s = 0.025, df = 23, LM(4) = 5.17 (0.73), SBIC = -216.1.

Model (7.2) does not fit the data as well as (7.1). Nevertheless, if

its predictive properties are better than those of (7.1), then the

hierarchical model building approach is apparently not worth very

much. In (7.2), the coeff'cient est'mate of M2At _2 is sign'ficant.

Note, however, the lag length which 1s two quarters, one more than

expected. Since M3B appears lagged by three quarters, (7.2) can be

used for forecasting two quarters ahead.
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8. Check1ng the pred1ct1ve performance

To reduce the r1sk of spur10us relat1onsh1ps, 1t 1s 1mportant to check

the pred1ct1ve power of the est1mated models. The autoproject1ve

models may conven1ent1y serve as a yardst1ck here. Any bus1ness survey

var1ab1e model has to pred1ct better than the autoproject1ve models 1n

order to be deemed useful. The est1mated autoproject1ve models are 1n

Append1x 2.

The check1ng 1s performed by pred1ct1ng f1rst the quarters of 1982

us1ng the models est1mated t1ll 1981(1v) and observed values of survey

var1ables 1n 1982. The check 1s completed by tak1ng the same model,

re-est1mat1ng the parameters us1ng data t111 1980(1v) (and 1982(1v»

and forecast1ng the quarters of 1981 (and 1983). The results are

summar1sed 1n Table 2 by three d1fferent stat1st1cs. They are the

med1an of the pred1ct1on errors (MPE) and the absolute pred1ct1on

errors (MAPE), and the root mean square error (RMSE) of pred1ct1on.

The MPE 1s an 1nd1cator of b1as 1n the forecasts wh1le the other two

descr1be the d1spers1~n of pred1ct1ons around the rea11zed output. Of

these, MAPE g1ves less we1ght to large pred1ct1on errors and completes

the p1cture conveyed by RMSE.

In Table 2 1t 1s seen that pred1ct1on b1ases both 1n model (7.1) and

(7.2) are small. Although there are large short-term fluctuat10ns 1n

the volume 1n 1981-1983, its trend has not changed very much. Thus the

1nherent weakness of autoproject1ve models 1n pred1ct1ng

turn1ng-po1nts does not become ev1dent. For compar1son, Table 2 also
+conta1ns pred1ct1ons from a model conta1n1ng only the variable M2A .

The equat10n of the est1mated model (A2.3) 1s 1n Append1x 2.
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The two autoproject1ve models have rather s1m11ar pred1ct1ve power.

Measured 1n RMSE, (A2.1) 1s cons1stently s11ghtly more accurate than

(A2.2) but 1n terms of MAPE the systemat1c d1fference d1sappears.

Model (A2.3) fa11s 1n 1983 wh\ch has been an easy year to pred\ct by

autoproject1ve models. Model (7.1) \s clearly best: the pred\ct\ons

are more accurate each year than those from (7.2) or (A2.3).

The autoproject1ve models do have a lower RMSE \n 1983 than (7.1).

Th\s 1s due to a large pred\ct1on error of model (1.1) on 1983(\1). In

fact, all models underest1mate the volume of the second quarter of

1983. The other quarters are very well forecast by (7.1) as \nd\cated

by the MAPE. An obv\ous conclus\on \s that the h1erarch\c model

bu1ld\ng procedure has pa\d off.

The results from models w1th V4Yt as the dependent var\able are

not as good as the prev\ous ones and the1r propert\es are om\tted from

d\scuss\on here.

9. On pred1ct10n accuracy

Summ\ng up. an average RMSE of pred1ct10n from model (7.1) \s about

two and a half per cent. It 1s about 0.01 less than the correspond\ng

f1gure (0.035) of an autoproject1ve model so that the ga1n 1s

substant\al. It 1s doubtful whether th1s f1gure can be decreased very

much by add1t1onal f1ne-tun\ng of the model. Two th\ngs speak aga1nst

large \mprovements. F\rst, the var1ables are ma1nly based on

tr1chotomous answers. The 1naccuracy of the measurement scale 1s

1tself a source of error and affects the outcome of the model bu11d1ng
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procedure. Second, lf the flrms for some reason serlous1y fall ln

antlclpatlng thelr own future, thls 1s reflected 1n the pred1ctlons.

There ls no reason to expect that not to happen every now and then.

The model bul1dlng procedure has no doubt detected and deleted those

antlc1patory var1ab1es whlch are based on systemat1ca1ly lnaccurate

answers. Nevertheless, random lnaccuracles, for lnstance due to

rapld1y changlng clrcumstances, may always occur ln varlables 11ke

Mll-. They may lead to slngle large predlct10n errors show1ng ln the

RMSE of predlctlon. However, even as thlngs are now, buslness survey

varlab1es appear to be a useful source of lnformatlon ln forecastlng

the output of the Flnnlsh metal 1ndustry.
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Footnotes

1) Th1s research 1s a part of a larger project a1m1ng at pred1ct1ng the
total output of the F1nn1sh 1ndustr1es us1ng bus1ness survey data.

2) Th1s concept w1ll be expla1ned later.

3) It has been suggested that the term "causa11tyll often used 1n th1s
context be replaced by II pred1ctab1l1tyll. The suggest10n has been
followed as IIcausa11tyll 1s an unfortunate concept here; the
bus1ness survey var1ables do not cause 1ndustr1al product1on but
may help to pred1ct 1t.

4) Superscr1pt 11+" 1nd1cates that the var1able 1s a relat1ve share of
1ncreases, whereas 11_" corresponds to a relat1ve share of
decreases. M3A and M3B are relat1ve shares of "yes ll answers.
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Append1x 1. The quest10ns of the F1nn1sh bus1ness survey used 1n th1s

paper

lA volume of product1on as compared to the preceding quarter

16 volume of product1on as compared to four quarters ago

2A anticipated volume of production next quarter as compared to

now

3A idle production capacity now

36 1d1e production capac1ty s1x months from now

4A order stock as compared to the preced1ng quarter

46 antic1pated order stock next quarter as compared to now

6A 1nventor1es as compared to the preced1ng quarter

66 1nventor1es as compared to four quarters ago

8A volume of exports as compared to the preced1ng quarter

86 ant1c1pated volume of exports next quarter as compared to now

8C ant1c1pated volume of exports two quarters ahead as compared

to the next quarter

11 future economic prospects (bus1ness c11mate) of the branch
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Appendix 2. Estimated equations of two autoprojective models and a model

us i ng M2A t as the only predi ctor

The efficient estimation period of these models is 1974(;)-1981 (iv).

Autoprojective models:

~4Yt = 0.013 + 0.76 ~4Yt-1 + et

(0.0087) (0.11)

s = 0.035, LM(4) = 1.69 (0.22), SBIC = -210.3,

and

123
~Yt = 0.14 - 0.15d t - 0.13dt - 0.25d t + 0.50 ~Yt-4 + et

(0.046)(0.046) (0.050) (0.082) (0.13)

s = 0.032, LM(4) = 3.30 (0.49), SBIC = -209.1.

Model with M2A+ as the only predictor:

3
~Yt = - 0.074dt - 0.64 ~Yt-1 - 0.45 ~Yt-2 - 0.42 ~Yt-3

(0.031) (0.13) (0.11) (0.12)

++ 0.35 ~Yt-4 + 0.18M2At _2 + et

(0.12) (0.038)

s = 0.027, LM(4) = 2.67 (0.39), SBIC = - 217.1.

(A2.. 1)

(A2.2)

(A2.3)
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Table 1. Statistics for SSV models: Residual standard deviations (s),
minimum SBIC values, residual autocorrelation tests and RMSE
values for 1982

I
! Predi ctor

L
II M2A+

M2A-

M3A

M3B

M4A+

M4B

M6A+

M6B

M8A+

M8B

M8C+

M8C

M11+

M11

~od~l (A2.2)

*·Lags s SBIC LI~( 4) nnse(e t )
..

2 0.027 -217.1 2.67 (0.39) 0.025

1* 0.032 -205.6 3.52 (0.52) 0.042

1,2,4 0.025 -218.7 1.36 (0.15) 0.051

3,4 0.027 -216.0 4.38 (0.64) 0.022

1 0.024 -226.3 6.50 (0.84) 0.036

1 0.026 -214.7 5.99 (0.80) 0.040

1 0.030 -213.7 2.24 (0.31 ) 0.036

1 0.026 -217.3 0.58 (0.04) 0.038

3 0.031 -209.2 5.47 (0.76) 0.052

2* 0.031 -207.9 4.53 (0.66) 0.044

4 0.028 -209.3 3.81 (0.57) 0.041

1,2,4 0.026 -216.8 8.12 (0.91 ) 0.032

2* 0.031 - 208. 1 7.76 (0.90) 0.043

2 0.030 -209.2 2.01 (0.37) 0.041

3* 0.031 -207.7 4.19 (0.62) 0.023

1* 0.032 -206.5 3.04 (0.39) 0.042

3* 0.032 -206.8 4.79 (0.69) 0.034

2* 0.031 -208.6 3.40 (0.51) 0.Q43

2* 0.031 -208.8 3.36 (0.50) 0.029

2 0.026 -215.8 3.09 (0.46) 0.031

0.032 -209.0 3.30 (0.49) 0.043

I

* SBIC value of the dutoprojective model is smaller than the
corresponding value of the SSV model.



*Table 2. Medians, absolute medians and RMSE's of prediction errors et for some models of VY t in 1981,
1982 and 1983

* * *Model med(et ) medletl rmse(e t )

1981 1982 1983 1981 1982 1983 1981 1982 1983

(7.1) -0.017 0.007 -0.002 0.017 0.010 0.010 0.023 0.019 0.030

(7.2) 0.006 0.015 0.007 0.028 0.015 0.018 0.038 0.025 0.030

(A2.1) -0.023 -0.011 0.002 0.023 0.035 0.022 0.040 0.041 0.022

(A2.2) -0.014 -0.031 0.005 0.020 0.031 0.027 0.041 0.043 0.026

(A2.3) -0.011 0.008 0.028 0.030 0.024 0.028 0.041 0.024 0.041

N
.po



Figure 1. Four-quarter differences ~4Yt and balances M18 in 1973(i)-1983(iv)
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Figure 2. The autocorrelation functions of the differences 9Yt and V4Yt
of the logarithmic production volume
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